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When we consider what we have been doing 
in the lives of people, clients/service users and 
placement students, volunteers and paid staff, 
we have sowed seeds of hope in many lives.



‘Sowed seeds of hope in many lives’



Hope is passion 
for what is 

possible

-Soren Kierkegaard



"whenever I 
come here, I am 
happy, and my 
brain is free"



‘When you plan something, it is like 
sowing a seed. You are looking forward 
to your growth, just like a seed of corn 
you sow in a pot or in the ground with 
expectations that they will germinate 
and grow.  It is the same for a person; 
some seeds will grow, others may not 
because they get rotten in the soil’



When we support people, we do something in their 
lives, a seed is planted. The seed must be nurtured 
very well. That is why we have seen a clients that 
received support for a limited time, while others 
take a great length of time. Ours is to nurture them 
to fruition, otherwise, the efforts might be wasted. 
Discharging people before they are ready to stand on 
their own feet may prompt their problems to recur 
and prolong the healing process.

Taking a seed away from a good soil on which it 
depends to thrive may lead to death. Likewise, 
the seeds planted inside of a person need to be 
nurtured.  The wind of challenges may blow the 
plant away as a seedling.   In the past we asked some 
women to sow different seeds and to be watching 
them as they grew. They were delighted that what 
was once dormant or seemed like ‘dead’ in the 
soil grew up and later born flowers. This process 
enhanced their confidence in life, that things could 
change for them.



When what you do makes people grow and 
happy, you have sown a seed of hope in 
them. It may look insignificant at the start, 
but as a small seed grows, it can become a 
big tree, like an oak tree that started life as 
a tiny seed.



Here at Peacemaker International, volunteers are 
considered as staff unless they prefer to introduce 
themselves as volunteers. So also, our service users are 
respected as they are all in good hands. Our women’s 
project is even called ‘Women in Safe Hands (WISH).  
Our intention is to sow good seeds in people that will 
germinate and become good plants such as vegetable or 
fruits.

In practical terms, a well-trained worker or a well-
assisted client will overcome their anxieties and begin 
to grow well because we have planted a seed of hope 
in them. A seed of hope starts with confidence building 
which those who have low self-esteem when they first 
come to us develop within a short time, though it may 
take time for others.

It is a seed of hope when a job seeker develops 
confidence to look and secure a job.  This includes 
unemployed adults who prefer to remain on getting 
social benefits buckle up and secure a job.  Naturally 
some of them might not like to do this, but the seed of 
hope planted in them will propel them to do so when 
they understand the dignity of labour.  To get a seed of 
hope germinated in people, we may start by encouraging 
them to volunteer their times in the community and 
by helping volunteers and those on work experience to 
polish their CV or write one from scratch.
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Many children and young people who were 
leading a life of waywardness in the past 
when come to us tend to change their an-
ti-social and damaging behaviour. To us this is 
a seed of hope.



When you believe that you have a seed 
of hope in you, or rather, you are a 
seed of hope, you will believe that you 
can achieve anything in life.  It might be 
difficult, but it can be done.  This is a 
belief of a person with a seed of hope.  



2017/2018

In the past, we had many who came to us 
for work experience from the Job Centre and 
later went to colleges or universities. This 
included those who hitherto were unable to 
fill in their application forms properly.
 An elderly person who is taught how to 
use computer and begins to do some basic 
transactions on the internet has got a seed of 
hope germinated in them.

SEEDS OF HOPE



You may not know what a seed would become. 
Because of a seed of hope planted in some 
people, when you meet them after ten years, 
you will be surprised how greatly they have 
been transformed.
Nonetheless, we could find few people in 
whom the seed of hope remains dormant who 
may hopefully grow one day if the seed is not 
rotten, or dead. This is always the case as we 
believe our clients.  It may take time, anyone 
can change.
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One of the young people we 
supported in the early 2000’s 
recently invited us to his 
wedding.  We were delighted 
when he introduced us to his 
family and friends as:

‘the people who made me 
what I am today; they gave 

me hope in life’.



 His comments added 
value to our projects, 

which in due course has 
planted a seed of hope in 

us, too



Highlights of 
the year

Our CEO receiving MBE

We took our campaign against FGM to 
the next level

Continued to provide support via our fortnightly 
meetings with the elderly and those with learning 

disabilities



Staff received in-house personal 
development training  

Attended a 3-day training programme  in 
Milton Keyes

We held our annual International Women’s 
Day event to great success!

We are moving from strength to strength 
and planting seeds of hope as we progress



PEACEMAKER INTERNATIONAL                                                                      
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES  

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH 2018                                                   
(INCORPORATING INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT)  

            Unrestricted    Restricted  Total  

INCOMING RESOURCES       £     £     £                         
Incoming resources from                                                                                                                                    
charitable activities:      b/f                              2,057           - 2,015                    42  
Grants, fees and donations                 11,467  36,392             47,859  
Other (‘Volunteer Monetary Value’)                 75,476      -         75,476                                            
             89,000            34,377           123,377                    
EXPENDED RESOURCES                                                                                                                                
Employees Costs:                                                                                                                      
Salaries                        ----             21,322             21,322                   
Travel/subsistence            2,459        -                   2,459                                           
Training/Research, Conference                            450         96                  546                                        
Volunteering –Travel/Meals etc.      75,476                -                75,476   
              78,385           21,418            99,803                  
Administrative Expenses:                                                                                                                           
Rate, Heating, Rent/Service Charges         525             5,381              5,906                               
Depreciation                          333           -        333                                            
Sundries-cleaning               140                   -        140               
Postages, Printing & Stationery           533       470     1,003                                            

Telephone                                         -              1,015              1,015  

                                                    1,531            6,866              8,397    

Legal & Professional Fees:                                                                                                                                  
Annual & Professional fees                 920                   ----                 920                 
Insurance/Accountancy                ----                   530                530                  
Publicity & Advertising          ----        590                590                                   
                   920             1,120               2,040                                   
Events’ Project                                                                                                                                
Refrshment care event             665    1,755               2,420                          
Project big event/equipment:  
FGM Campaign/Client Support        ----     3,229               3,229                    
Project Equpment               996            50               1,046                                            
                1,661             5,034               6,695                             
Net Incoming/(outgoing) Resources                                               
For the period            6,503       - 61      6,442  

  

Total Incoming Resources                    89,000   34,377          123,377                                               
Total Resources Expended                  82,497             34,438          116,935                                
Total funds carried forward 31/3/2018             6,503        - 61               6,442               
                =====    ======             ======  
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